Formation of a G-quartet-Fe complex and modulation of electronic and magnetic properties of the Fe center.
Although the G-quartet structure has been extensively investigated due to its biological importance, the formation mechanism, in particular, the necessity of metal centers, of an isolated G-quartet on solid surfaces remains ambiguous. Here, by using scanning tunneling microscopy under well-controlled ultra-high-vacuum conditions and density functional theory calculations we have been able to clarify that besides the intraquartet hydrogen bonding a metal center is mandatory for the formation of an isolated G-quartet. Furthermore, by subtly perturbing the local coordination bonding schemes within the formed G-quartet complex via local nanoscale scanning tunneling microscopy manipulations, we succeed in modulating the d orbitals and the accompanying magnetic properties of the metal center. Our results demonstrate the feasibility of forming an isolated G-quartet complex on a solid surface and that the strategy of modulating electronic and magnetic properties of the metal center can be extended to other related systems such as molecular spintronics.